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Funky Buddha Brewery is a South Florida based brewery 
located in Oakland Park FL known for its culinary-inspired 
beers and creative approach to brewing.

The brewery was recently acquired by Constellation brands as an addition to 
their ever-growing craft-beer portfolio and continues to outperform many 
regional breweries thanks to its creative branding, consistently funky brand 
voice, and dedication to quality over quantity.

The work shown here reflects a small portion of my tenure as the Marketing 
Manager for FBB from 2015 to 2017. Work which included merchandise, 
packaging, glassware, promotional materials, sales aids, social media creative, 
photography, video, copywriting, PR, outbound and internal communications, 
festival materials, and more. 



MERCHANDISE



BRANDING & LOGOS



PACKAGING & POS



SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS



Crafty Toucan

Crafty Toucan is a small apparel and accesories brand based out of Wellesley, MA. The owner 
approached me through a family connection to design a brand image for her.





Denison Yacht Sales is a leader in the marine brokerage services 
industry, maintining a reputation as a tech-centric brokerage firm

Denison has led the yacht brokerage world through effective direct mail 
marketing and excellent SEO strategies however their branding lacked 
consistency across products and services. As their in-house Graphic Designer I 
standardized their branding across all marketing fronts and helped solidify their 
market leader position.





MAIL & PRINT MATERIALMAIL & PRINT MATERIAL

Denison’s primary marketing tool is its impressive 
direct mail marketing campaign which includes 
relevant information drawn from the U.S. Coast Guard’s 
vessel registry. Each piece of mail is customized to 
the recipient in order to maximize it’s effectiveness. 
Outgoing campaigns range from everythingfrom yacht 
charter listings to sold boat reports and beyond. 

CHARTER FLEET INTROCHARTER FLEET INTRO

NEW BROKER INTRONEW BROKER INTRO



MAILER INSTERTSMAILER INSTERTS



CHARTER BROCHURECHARTER BROCHURE



DENISON QUARTERLY MAGAZINEDENISON QUARTERLY MAGAZINE



In an effort to reach out to charter yacht crew we co-
hosted and event with Fort Lauderdale’s only true 
coffee shop, Brew Urban Cafe, where we did a basic 
barista training for Crew members. For the invites we 
created unique Denison Coffee bags filled with Brew’s 
best espresso roast.

PACKAGINGPACKAGING



Sails for Sustenance is a Miami Based Charity aimed at providing 
refurbished sails to those most in need: subsistence fishermen.

This relatively new Miami based charity may be run by only 2 people but it has 
big ambitions. Michael Carcaise and Michael Laas (founders and operators of 
Sails for Sustenance) hope to expand their charity’s operations from Haiti to the 
whole Caribbean.

The work shown here is an intensive Brand Identity remake in order to attract 
newer and wealthier investors. 



The Logo was designed to emulate the end goal of the organization, 
to provide sails for subsistence fishermen in Haiti, by combining the 
sail icon with a modified fishing lure designed to look like a sailing 
vessel.

PRIMARYPRIMARY ALTERNATEALTERNATE

MONOCHROME 1MONOCHROME 1 MONOCHROME 2MONOCHROME 2Monochrome versions were 
developed as other alternatives 
in order to reduce printing costs.



When the QR codes on the back of these shirts are scanned the user 
is redirected to a splash page prompting them to donate. Scanning 
the code  allots the scanner a set of points depending on their actions 
within the splash page. These points update a leader board allowing 
users to compete against friends on social media sites like Facebook, 
Tumblr and Twitter.

MEN’SMEN’S

WOMEN’SWOMEN’S



The business cards were designed to be as minimalist as possible so 
as not to detract from the new tag-line that was created for Sails for 
Sustenance: “Give a man a fish, he eats for a day. Give a man a sail, he 
eats for a lifetime.” The three options were inspired by nautical signal 
flags. A die cut design was included as well.

PRIMARYPRIMARY

ALTERNATEALTERNATE

DIE-CUTDIE-CUT



In order to spread the word in the sailing community, a vinyl applique 
was developed This Applique can be hot-ironed on the sails of regatta 
boats & donated sails alike. This will develop an awareness among the 
impoverished communities, as well as the donating public.

SAIL STICKERSAIL STICKER

APPLIED STICKERAPPLIED STICKER

VINYL APPLIQUEVINYL APPLIQUE



PRINT ADSPRINT ADS

Print ads largely focused on posters to be placed on bulletin boards 
in Yacht clubs, as well as pamphlets that can be handed out at events 
such as regattas and boat shows.

POSTERSPOSTERS

LEAFLETLEAFLET













The following is branding work that I’ve completed as the Lead 
Graphic Designer and Art Director at Simply180. The Work 

represents clients ranging from well-established small businesses  
to upstart products and retail stores.



Chosen Logos

Diffusion Wines is a Boca Raton Based Moscato Wine startup approaching Millenials as new 
potential wine drinkers. They approached Simply180 looking for basic branding for 3 new 
wine brands: Mio Vino (a more traditional brand) #wine (a brand aimed at social drinking and 
partying) & Somma (a more casu al everyday brand). All of the wines are some variation of 
Moscatos generally 









54Ten is a Whiskey produced aged and bottled in Milledgeville, Ga. The brand is oriented towards the 
clubbing and nightlife scenes in Atlanta however the brand also maintains a certain level of pride in 
it’s southern roots, the owners wanted the brand to espouse a level of ‘noblesse oblige’ associated 
with the south. The brand needed to feel modern and classic simultaneously, much like the 
cosmopolitan Atlanta area.



Lieberman Injury Law is one of Deerfield Beach’ most well-respected and fastest-growing personal 
Injury Law firms. In order to modernize their appeal as well as their customer base the commisioned 
Simply180 to redesign their Website and rebrand them.



Concepts 1 & 2



Concepts 3 & 4

Lieberman Injury Law



5-hour Energy is a flavored energy drink sold as an easy and 
convenient energy supplement. 

They were accompanied by a University of Miami student media award winning, 
top 6 finalist for the  5-hour energy “college 101” commercial contest 30-second 
TV spot. 
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